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员明星)签约2.be heavily influenced by3.His fee was then a British

record of $ 28 million.4.Despite repeated criticism, A has always

been supportive of sb.5.A is struggling to fight for....6.Its an

opportunity for sb to experience the coaching style of .....7.De123ce

has been a trademark of his team.8.But As problem this past year was

more about sth than anything else.9.The way you have the best

chance to win a championship is to....10.The big question still

remains, ...11.Will workers be OK with having to do more

work?12.A competent plan that we can follow and be successful

with13.government policy and market force 14.As far as saying that

Im going to do sth, there is nothing specific right now.15.maximize

the potential of sb16.focus much of ones attention on17.gain

reputation as 被(人们)尊为.....18.His dedication and love for the

game earned him the respect of others.19.Unlike education or

business, football offers a fast route out of grinding

poverty.20.virtually21.Analysts said that sport in general has become

a social elevator. 提高人的社会地位22.bold exploration23.need to

be developed to meet/satisfy increased demand.24.at a primary stage

of development25.transient26.Im a native of Jiangsu

province27.lifetime occasion 人生大事(结婚等)28.The number of

A has been on the rise for the past decade.29.choose a happy and

easy way to do sth instead of being bound by tradition30.Sun



Zhongshan paved the way toward a Chinese utopia, but could only

show it on paper.31.A, to some degree, lack the imagination of

westerners.32.A believed it could help transform China from a

decaying country into a fresh and new one.33.Sci-fi peaked in the

1970s. 科幻小说34.Many firms use tactics designed to hide their

intent to gather and profit from the data they collect.35.We have

done our part to provide up-to-date info.36.With a shared vision for

the future, 21st century will prosper.37.innovative38.motivate sb to

do39.provide easy access to English education for learners40.The

hosting of the 2008 Olympic games41.the outbreak of SARS42.exert

a lot of pressure on me to do sth43.The hope of....was shattered when

we heard the news.44.I have still got a big future ahead of me.45.I are

planning on playing football for as long as I continue to enjoy it.46.It

is never route to win a world title.47.premarital * and

homo*uality48.My whole life is exposed to my parents, I hate this

feeling.49.Since they have had less freedom, theyve gone in pursuit of

it.50.No doubt, the development of information technology has

contr123ted its bit in broadening or bending the minds of the 80s

generation.51.get in touch via QQ52.The Internet is so much more

to A than you can imagine.53.a aspiring student54.After years of ups

and downs55.Its a lot more mainstream, I think, than people

realize.56.trigger/cause57.women outnumber men 2-to-1 with the

disease58.This in part, prompted her participation in the

campaign.59.stem the spread of disease60.remake its image as a

center of international activities61.His subtle smile made him

curious.62.Boys have a strong tendency to fight than



girls.63.Freedom of action is one of inviolable rules of human

behavior.64.Their furniture was chosen for utility rather than for

elegance.65.He welcomes us with artificial smile on his face.66.A

doctor like him is a disgrace to our hospital.67.He was so steadfast to

his principles that we couldnt move him.68.Her thrift saved her

enough money to buy a house.69.Her father gave her the alternative

of doing A or doing B.70.Vegetables are widely known for their

health benefits.71.Too much alcohol makes all my senses

blunt.72.The new generation of phones has features that can be used

for teaching purpose.73.technical foul 技术犯规///free throw 罚

球///field goal 进球得分///three-point shot///out-of-bound 界

外74.Believe you me! 你最好相信我！75."settle for sth" means

reluctantly accept sth that is not so satisfactory.76.credibility

problem77.The fact has silenced the doubters.78.Its staging a

remarkable comeback.79.At Yahoo, spontaneity is out, order is

in.80.Wait a few years before we judge them as a group.81.Different

people have different views.82.paint a picture of young people

insecure about their future and deciding to do...83.The book

succeeded in doing a number of things,....84.be quickly adopted by

the media85.It fails to take into account individual traits and

differences between people of same age or background.86.They are

seen to share a general attitude.87.Great strides have been made in

science since 1950.88.We had a very fruitful discussion in the

classroom.89.in urgent need of medical supplies///overshadow

sth90.There s evidence to suggest that the onion has a high level of

nutrition.91.A is believed to have the ability to prevent



disease.92.Rest is as crucial as exercise.93.Proponents say cyclic

fitness duplicates the physiology of how humans

evolved.94.conventional95.They will not ,he believes, get the health

benefits(such as losing weight) without putting sufficient time into

their exercise.96.redraw the line between what is private and

public97.The SARS outbreak deprived A of the chance to display her

talent.98.But,on second thought, I see that99.give more weight

to100.His "sleepless in the dorm" problem is hardly unique.101.an

11pm light-out rule 11点熄灯102.Judge me on the basis of result,

and not on style.103.You must calculate all the advantages and

disadvantage before coming to a discussion.104.convenience store 

便利店105.guarantee financial security106.win a place as 占有一席

之地107.the world beyond the school walls.108.market segment 市

场份额109.The price of sugar soars.110.With continued growth it

will surpass Japan by 2020.111.The long-term trends lend support to

the optimistic view.112.on the cover of magazine113.That is my

priority.114.We must be more 0selective in what we choose.115.A

can make fiction a reality in this decade.116.give sb an edge over sb 

给予.....竞争的优势117.A have much in common with successful

feature films118.A computer game eats up millions of do123rs in

research and development-not to mention several years of

time.119.The document has the planning of technical

implementation with which the designers and programmers can get

down to work.120.A lot of time passes before the script is

ready.121.It was an enormous task to make the game come

alive.122.Beyond the programming efforts, such games need fine



graphic works.123.The things that they catch or miss often determine

whether a game will become a top seller or a failure.124.In the US,

the sale of liquor is restricted to people less than 21 years old.125.It is

a reminder that, behind their smiles and skills, they are as imperfect

as the rest of us.126.Tunes fuelling growth in cell phone

market.127.The mood was light.128.greet each other by

saying....129.There are so many novel things there.130.Chinas

Internet population hit 68 million by the end of June.131.Netizens

between the ages of 18 and 30 are the driving force.132.As the

number of chinas Internet users grows so does the junk

mail.133.Volunteers help develop backward regions.134.have gone

through a similar progression.135.Following ringer tones(手机铃声)

in popularity are games.136.Weve had a doubling of the number of a

every month since 1999.137.The coming month promise even more

content.138.in the very near future139.acquire knowledge ("learn

knowledge" is wrong!)140.We study science to gain insight into the

world we live in.141.The doctor had great prestige among the

members of his profession.142.The trend of modern living is away

from many customs.143.They made a systematic search for the lost

car.144.I hesitated about taking his side until I know the whole

story.145.He reacted my question with much surprise.146.Her plan

was upset by the change of the weather.147.You must learn to behave

in a mature way.148.The economic gap between A and B has been

narrowed.149.You stood me up. 放我鸽子150.China is offering

preferential politics to encourage retuning scholars to start their own

business.151.The government was accused of paying insufficient



attention to the growing AIDS crisis.152.More than 55% of the

people questioned in a recent sina.com survey said

that....153.sidesplitting154.As the water unexpectedly hot, he jerked

his hand out.155.What bliss it is to be able to lie in bed instead of

working.156.Hell start receiving a pension after he retires.157.Old

ones are usually more conservative than young people.158.Such a

movie is not wholesome to children.159.Justice must not be denied

to anyone, however poor he may be.160.endanger ones

health161.The number of A will be doubled in 1 year.162.The

company allows us an annual vacation of two weeks.163.We read the

newspaper to keep up with the current situation.164.The only

beneficiaries are consumers and retailers.165.Price adjustment is a

normal market activity.166.A happy work environment is a

productive work environment.167.Those days were terrible because

I was under heavy pressure and had no escape if I failed.168.bet my

future on more study.169.A school can only be a temporary buffer

against social risks. One day, they have to go out.170.Education has

become a lengthier process.171.But fear of joblessness is not the only

thing that sends grads back home.172.helpful to keep a line between

work and personal life.173.professional conflicts of

interest.174.compete for the same promotion 为同一个竞升职位

而竞争175.Most importantly, an office relationship might make the

loves believe that they have a lot more in common than they actually

do.176.Sad breakups show that love and work make a disastrous

mix.177.jet lag 时差178.Many students share the same opinion

that...179.find a job that is related to their professional



knowledge180.We shouldnt have such high expectations on our

future jobs.181.slid(slide) from fourth to seventh182.Students are no

exception.学生没有例外183.When you take shoes off plants nearby

die and small birds fall to earth unconscious.184.Time to do sth

185.Be most upbeat about future186.A is already being feted as the

new "king of .." but time will tell whether he is the real

deal.187.Today,everyone everywhere recognizes A.188.For

underneath all the posing and preening is a man who puts his familys

desires alongside his own.189.have a passion for sth190.They remain,

underneath all the brashness, traditionalists at heart.191.A great

many cancers can be cured, but only if properly treated before they

begun to spread.192.He left his successful business and life of luxury

to become a monk.193.be appropriate for 194.relevant

evidence195.You should not appropriate other peoples belongings

without their permission.196.consider all of the possibilities

carefully.197.His wages are not adequate to support his family.198.A

man who is careless in what he does will never succeed.199.Its

impolite behavior to smoke in...200.The ice on the roads is a hazard

for driving and walking.201.The ugly advertisement is a blot on the

beautiful landscape.202.Very rarely do de123ders become world

wide superstars, but A ...203.Various controversy have arisen in the

university over this question.204.At the party, there was food and

drink in abundance.205.He judges people by mere external clothes

rather than internal character.206.Teaching little children usually

requires infinit patience.207.The main street is crowed with

vehicles.208.I like them as a reminder that the future can be anything



we want to make it.209.go into the politics 210.No doubt about

it.211.With the movies as my tutor I also do sth.212.What would Jazz

be without ..213.Its just a term. 214.China is not developed to its

fullest potential215.The broken lock facilitated my entrance into that

empty house.216.Despite the opposition from his family,he

remained resolute in his decision.217.The habit of travelling by air is

becoming more prevalent each year.218.The answer to the question

is affirmative.219.a petty problem 220.They deprived the criminal of

his right to vote.221.She could not restrain her curiosity to see what

was in the box.222.Will you swear to the truth of your

statement?223.Scientists are now on the threshold of a better

understanding of how the human brain

works.224.Fame,power,wealth -- all is vanity before death.225.I have

a sensation that ...226.sociable227.We attr123te Edisons success to

intelligence and hard work.228.Our friendship began with a casual

meeting.229.There are hundreds of children who need to be

nourished.230.a exclusive club231.The discipline of his early

hardships contr123ted to his cuccess.232.Because of advances in

medical technology,heart surgery is not as risky as it formorly

was.233.She took the initiative in getting acquainted with sb.234.She

has supersition that breaking a mirror brings bad luck.235.This one

would be even more demanding. 要求更高236.bring many benefits

and conveniences to people237.The establish of more courses that

are contr123tory to the shaping of a sound psychology for students

in high school derives form the current social demand.238.The

evcr-increasing improvement in all the realms of human life has



necessitated the priority particitation of those who are in possession

of adequate expertise, upright conduct and a competent mental

condtion.239.be beneficial to both A and to society as a

whole240.enable sb to stand the sundry emotional social

strains241.exert a huge influence upon...242.when the naivety of

childhood is left behind and maturity of adulthood is

embraced243.A is only the preliminary stage in the process of

growing up.244.Sport is an important part of modern life as well as a

commercialized part of modern society.245.People engage in sports

because they want good health.246.They sacrifice too much. 247.Its

not unreasonable that.... ...不无道理248.Sb should be more

supportive of..249.Its a fact that traditional culture is undergoing a

decline with the development of science and technology.250.Its

human nature to continually look for new ways to replace old ones.
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